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Optimal Lipschitzian Selection Operator in 
Quasi-Convex Optimization* 
Given a bounded real function / defined on a closed bounded real interval I, the 
problem is to lind a quasi-convex function /’ which minimizes the supremum of 
1 /‘(.F) - / ‘(,s)l for all s in 1. over the class of all quasi-convex functions / ’ on 1. Such 
a nedrest function /’ is not unique in general. For each /. is it possible to select a 
nearest / ’ so that the selection operator f -+ / ’ satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
some constant C’? If so. does there exist an operator for which C IS minimum? It 
is shown that there exists a maxlmal nearest functton / so that the operator / + i 
is such an optimal Lipschitzian selection operator with C- 2. ’ 19X7 hwdem,< 
PX\\ ,nc 
I NTKODUCT~~N 
In this article the problem of finding a quasi-convex function nearest to a 
given function j’ is considered. Specifically, given a bounded real function ! 
defined on a closed bounded real interval I, it is desired to find a quasl- 
convex function j” on I, which minimizes the supremum of I,f(s)-,f’(s)l 
for all s in I, over the class of all quasi-convex functions j”’ on I. Since this 
class of functions is a cone which is not convex, this problem is a non-con- 
vex optimization problem. Given f; the set of all functions f' nearest to { is 
not singleton in general. Questions one may ask in this case are the 
following. For each ,A is it possible to select a function ,f’ from this set of 
nearest elements so that the non-linear selection operator .f‘- f’ satisfies 
the Lipschitz condition with some constant C, i.e., \\.f’- k’ll <C \\,f-k\[ 
holds for all pairs of functions j and k? If so, does there exist an optima1 
seleclion operator for which C is minimum? It is shown that there exists a 
maximal nearest function f so that the operator ,j+f is such an optima1 
Lipschitzian selection operator with C = 2. These results complement this 
author’s earlier results on this problem [6]. 
We now introduce some notation and elaborate on the problem. Let 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant 
RI18610675. 
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I= [a, b] and let B be the linear space of all bounded real functions f on I 
with the uniform norm 
Ilfll =suP{I.f(~)l:=~). 
A function k in B is said to be quasi-convex if 
k(z) d max{&), k(t)}, (1.1) 
for all z with s < z d t and all a < s d t < b [2, 31. Let Kc B be the set of all 
quasi-convex functions on I. Given an f in B, let d( f ) denote the inlimum 
of Ilf - k/l for all k in K. The problem of quasi-convex optimization is to 
find an .f' in K so that 
d(f)= IIS-.f'Il =Wf-kll:kEK}. (1.2) 
Such an f' in K is nearest to f and is called an optimal solution to the 
problem. In [6], explicit expressions for optimal solutions to (1.2) were 
derived in terms of ,f: However, the existence of an optimal solution may be 
independently shown by using the theory of functions of bounded variation 
and Helly’s theorem as in [4] in conjunction with Proposition 2.1 of [6]. 
In general, the set G of all optimal solutions is not a singleton. A selection 
operator T’ is a nonlinear operator which maps each f in B to an f' in G. 
We wish to determine an optimal selection operator T: f -,f ‘, and a (least) 
number C, if these exist, so that 
1ITt.f )- TW)ll GC ll.f-WI for all A k E B, (1.3) 
where T is such that C is the smallest number for all possible choices of the 
selection operator T’. That is, 
C=infw{ lIT(f I- T(k)lllllf -kll:i kEB,f Zk}, (1.4) 
where the infimum is taken over all T’ and is attained at T. In addition, we 
examine the validity of 
1dt.f )-d(k)1 60 Ilf -4 for all f, k E B, (1.5) 
where D is the smallest number satisfying (1.5) or 
D=sup{ld(f-d(k)l/lIf‘-kll:f, kER,f-Zkl. (1.6) 
Note that A(f) is independent of T. Inequality (1.3) involving an optimal 
operator T indicates that the optimal solution T(f) is least sensitive to 
changes in f among all optimal solutions and is consequently most 
desirable. A maximal optimal solution to (1.2) is a solution f so that f>, f ' 
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for ail optimal solutions f’. The existence of such an f may be 
demonstrated by letting J’(s) = sup{ f’(s): f’ E G> for all s E S and verifying 
that f satisfies (1.1) with k = j: and (1.2) with f' = j: In Section 2, we 
derive an explicit expression for f in terms of the given f, and show that 
r( f ) =f defines an optimal Lipschitzian selection operator satisfying (1.3) 
with C= 2. We also show that D = 1 in (1.5). 
The problem of quasi-convex optimization arises in the context of curve 
fitting and estimation. An analysis of the problem with relevant literature 
and applications was presented in [6]. Any part of that discussion will not 
be repeated here. Existence of optimal Lipschitzian selection operators for 
some minimum norm problems was analyzed in [S]. These operators were 
identified there for problems of finding the greatest convex minorant of a 
function, approximation by convex functions and generalized isotone 
optimization. In each of these three problems, the underlying set from 
which the nearest element is sought, is convex. It is interesting to see that 
in the case of quasi-convex optimization such an operator exists although 
the set K is not convex. In addition to this similarity, as was observed in 
[6], O(n) algorithms can also be constructed for finding optimal solutions 
for the n-point discretized versions of the three problems of quasi-convex 
optimization, approximation by convex functions, and approximation by 
monotone functions, the latter being a special case of generalized isotone 
optimization. The problems of approximation by quasi-convex and convex 
functions on a convex subset of R” are considered in [7]. 
MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we use the notation of [6] and prove our main results. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the development in [6]. It will 
be seen that the notation d( f ) used in (1.2) stands for d in that article. 
The nonconvex cone K of quasi-convex functions was decomposed into 
convex cones K,+ , K.; , x E I so that 
K=(j {K;uK::xEI]. (2.1) 
From Section 4 of [6], we have 
h;(s)=inf{f(t):a~t~s}, a<s<x, 
=inf(f(t):sdtd6}, x<s,<b. 
lz:(s)=inf{f(t):adtds}, adscx, 
=inf(f(t):sGtdb), x<sdb. 
A.; =inf{IIf-kil:kEK,-}=(1/2) IIf-h;Ij 
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A: =inf{Il f-kll:k~K:}=(1/2) Ilf-h,+ll. 
0.; b) = h, ($1 + A ;, s E I. 
v,‘(~)=h.:(s)+A:, s E I. 
We define the lower semicontinuous envelope 7 of a function f in B by 
Also let 
T(s) = min{ f(s), !‘t”, inff(t)). 
Y= {yd:7(y)= min{ f(s): s E Z} }. 
Since f in lower semicontinuous, Y is nonempty. Clearly, f(y) = 
inf{ f(s): s E Z} if y E Y. By Theorem 4.2 of [6], we have for any y in Y, 
A(f)=min{A,-, A,?}=min{min{A;, d:}:x~Z}. 
Given an j’ in B, select any y in Y. Then let 
.f(s)=v,(~)=h,~(s)+A,. , SGI, if h,(y)3h,t(y), (2.2) 
and 
f(s)=u,t(.s)=h:(s)+A,+, SEZ, if h.;(y)<h,t(y). (2.3) 
It will be shown below that f is independent of the selected element y in Y 
for its definition. Theorem 4.2 of [6] shows that f is in K and is an optimal 
solution to Problem (1.2) i.e., A( f ) = )I f - .f 11, and 
and 
A(f )=A.; =(1/2) Ilf -$X if h.;(y)>h,T(y), (2.4) 
A(f )=A,? =(W) llf-h,tll, if h,(y) -c h,?(y). (2.5) 
To show that f is independent of y in Y, we let p = inf Y and q = sup Y. If 
Y is not a singleton then p <q. Since 7 is lower semicontinous, we have p, 
q E Y and Y c [p, q]. It is easy to verify from the definitions of h; and hJ 
that, for any t in (p, q), we have 
h, =h,?=h;=h:>,max{h,+,h;}, 
and hence A, = A,? = A; = A: = A( f ). Thus, f is independent of y. 
Clearly, if f is in K then f =f: Furthermore, if f is continuous, then 7= f 
and any y in Y minimizes f: Hence, in (2.2) and (2.3) we have h-; = h,‘, 
A>: =A:, and V-F = v,,?. 
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Now we state a known result for a normed linear space X with norm II.11 
[ 1, p. 171. Indeed, if F is a nonempty subset of X, then for all x, y in X, 
14x> F) - 4~3 F)l 6 /Ix -A, (2.6) 
where 
d(x, F)=inf{ljx-zlI:z~F}. 
To see this, we let z E F and write 
/Ix--z/I d IL-Yll + lb-4. 
Then, taking inlimum over z in F on each side of the inquality and 
interchanging x and y, we obtain (2.6). 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) Let ,f E B. Then f is an optimal solution to Problem 
(1.2) with the property that ,f >,f’ ,f or all optimal solutions f’ to (1.2). 
(ii) Define T:B-+Bhy T(f)=f: Then 
IIT( TW)ll G2 II.f-kll for allf, k E B, (2.7) 
and 
Id(f I-4k)ll d llf -kll for allf, k E B. (2.8) 
T is an optimal Lipschitzian selection operator with C = 2 and D = 1 in (1.3) 
and (1.5), respectively. 
Prooj (i) We have already observed that f is an optimal solution to 
( 1.2). First suppose that h;- (y) 3 h; (y). Since f’ E K, by (2.1) we find that 
f’ E K; u K.: for some x in I. If f’ E K;, then obviously 
d(f)=A.; =IIf‘-f’ll=inf{IIf-kll:k~K,-). 
Hence by Theorem 4.1 of [6], we have 
f’dv; =h, +A, =h, +d(f). 
Then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 of [6], we have h,; <h-F and 
h: 6 h.,:. By (2.4), A.; = A( f) and hence by (2.2) 
If f’EK:, a similar argument shows that f’ <f: The case for which 
h-(y) < h-T(y) may be considered similarly. 
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(ii) Inequality (2.8) at once follows from (2.6) with X= B and F= K. 
For clarity of the rest of the proof, we denote the quantities, Y, h-;(s), 
ht (s), d,, and d,?, which are determined using f, respectively, by Y( f ), 
hi (f, ~1, h:(f, $1, A,: (f ), and d:(f) t o indicate their dependence onf: 
To show (2.7), we let f, kE B and y E Y( f ), XE Y(k). Definitions (2.2) 
and (2.3) as applied to f and k show that there are four cases to be 
considered. We consider the case for which hJ: (f, y) > h,+(f, y) and 
hi (k, X) < h:(k, x). The remaining three complementary cases, for which 
one or both of these inequalities are in the opposite direction, may be con- 
sidered similarly. For our case, we have f(s) = h,(,f, s) + dl( f) and 
R(s)=h:(k, s)+A:(k). Again, (2.4) and (2.5) show that d,(f)=d(f) 
and A T(k) = A(k). Hence, for all s, 
I.f(s)-k(s)l~Ih,-(f,s)-h,+(k,s)l+Id(f)-A(k (2.9) 
We now show that for all s in S. 
Ih, (A S)--h:(k $11 d Ilf -kll. (2.10) 
Suppose first that y <x. If s<y, then given E> 0, there exists t with 
a<t<sso that hJ(k,s)>k(t)-6. Again h;(f,s)<f(t). Hence, 
h,~(f,s)-h.:(k,s)df(t)-k(t)+E~ Ilf -klj +E. 
Interchanging f and k, we conclude that (2.10) holds for all s 6 y. 
Similarly, (2.10) holds for all $3~. Now suppose y <s <x. Let 0 <E < 
min{s-y,x-s}. Since h-;(f,y)>h,+(f, y), we find that h,;(f, y)= 
inf( f ) = f( y). Hence, there exists y’ with y d y’ d y + E < s such that y(y) 3 
,f( y’) - e/2. Similarly, h; (k, x) = inf(k) = E(x). Hence, there exists x’ with 
s<x- E <x’<x such that z(y) 3 k(y’)- ~12. Now there exist u, v with 
v 6 s d u such that h; (f, s) >, f (u) - s/2 and h: (k, s) > k(v) - ~/2. Since, 
f(u) db4 k(v) 3 b), and y<y’<s<x’<x, we have 
and 
.f(y’)-Edf(+E/%h,(f,s)df(x’) 
k(x’)-E<k(v)-&/2<h,f(k,.s)<k(y’). 
Hence 
f(y’)-k(y’)-&dh,(f,s)-h,f(k,s)bf(x’)-k(x’)+&, 
and (2.10) holds for y <s <x. Thus (2.9) holds for all s when y <x. A 
similar argument for y 3 x completes the proof of (2.10) for all s. Now 
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(2.10) (2.9), and (2.8) show that Ilf-klj ~2 IIf--kll which is equivalent 
to (2.7). 
We now show that T is optimal. We show that C= 2 is optimal in the 
sense of (1.4). Define a sequence of bounded functions f,, n = 1,2,... and k 
on CO, 31 by 
f(s)= l-23, O<s<l, 
= -3+2s, 1 <s<2, 
=5+4/n-2(1 + l/n)s, 2~~63. 
k(s)= -2s, O<s<l, 
= -4 + 23, 1 ds<2, 
= 0, 2<s<3. 
Clearly, k is quasi-convex. Hence k = k and d(k) = 0. Also Y( f,,) = { 3) for 
all n, and f,, is given by 
f,,(s) = 2 - 2s, o<s< 1, 
= 0, 1 ds<3- l/(n+ 1) 
=2(3+2/n)-2(1 + l/n)s, 3- l/(n+ l)<s<3. 
with d(.f,,)= lI.L,-.f,,ll = 1. Let 
4.~) = 0, 06s<2, 
= 4( 1 + l/n) - 2( 1 + l/n) s, 26~63. 
(This is defined using the following definitions of [6]: (4.11) for u.; or 
(4.13) for u,?, where y is in Y. Since f,, is continuous, we have g.; =g:, 
8; = Q: and hence u., = u : for all x.) If T is any selection operator, then 
T’( f,,) is an optimal solution to (1.2) with f =,f,,. It is easy to see that 
T’( f,,) must satisfy U,,(S) < T’(f;,)(s) <f,,(s) for all s. Hence U,(S) = 
T’( f,,)(s) =,f,,(s) =0 for 1 dsd 2. Since k is quasi-convex, T’(k) = k. It 
follows that 
llr(L- T’(k)11 3 IT'(f,,Nl)- T’(k)(l)l =2. 
Also II f,, - kll = 1 + 2/n. Hence (1.3) with T= T and f =S,, shows that 
C 3 2. But since (2.7) shows that C < 2, the optimality of C = 2 and hence 
of T is established. We now show that D = 1 is optimal in the sense of (1.6). 
For any n, we have d( f,) = 1 and, since f, is quasi-convex, d( f,) = 0. 
Hence d(f,,)-d(f,,)=l = IIf,,-f,J. We see from (1.5) with f=f, and 
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k =f,, that D > 1. But since (2.8) shows that D < 1, the optimality of D = 1 
is established. The proof is now complete. 
We now make some remarks. It was shown in Theorem 4.2 of [6] that 
there exists a pair of minimal and maximal optimal solutions up, vy for 
each y in Y (u? = U, vX = u of that theorem) with U-,. < u,. so that any f’ in K 
satisfying uX <S’d ul. is also optimal. These solutions are minimal and 
maximal for problems (4.1) or (4.2) of [6] as was observed in Theorem 4.1 
of that article. Theorem 2.1 of this article strengthens this result by showing 
that v,.=f for all y in Y and that every optimal solution J’ to problem 
(1. I ) must also satisfy ,f’ <J The optimal solution f‘ is thus maximal for 
(1.2). We also note that D does not always equal unity in (1.6) for such 
minimum norm problems. This is seen from the example of generalized 
isotone optimization in [5]. 
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